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A CONJECTURE ON HYPONORMALITY FOR THE CESA`RO
MATRIX OF POSITIVE INTEGER ORDER
H. C. RHALY JR.
Abstract. It is already known that the Cesa`ro matrices of orders one and
two are coposinormal, hyponormal operators on ℓ2. Here it is shown that the
Cesa`ro matrices of order three and four are also coposinormal, hyponormal;
the proofs employ posinormality, achieved by means of a diagonal interrupter,
and elementary computational techniques from calculus. A conjecture is then
propounded for the Cesa`ro matrix of positive integer order greater than four.
1. Introduction
Lat a :≡ {an} denote a sequence of nonnegative numbers with a0 > 0, and take
Sn :≡
∑n
j=0 aj > 0. The Norlund matrix Ma :≡ [mij ]i,j≥0 is defined by
mij =
{
ai−j/Si for 0 ≤ j ≤ i
0 for j > i.
The choice an =
(
n+α−1
α−1
)
generates C(α), the Cesa`ro matrix of order α [8, p. 442];
here we will be concerned with the case in which α is a positive integer.
If B(H) denotes the set of all bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space H ,
then the operator A ∈ B(H) is hyponormal if
< (A∗A−AA∗)f, f > ≥ 0
for all f ∈ H . The operator A ∈ B(H) is said to be posinormal (see [2] , [4]) if
AA∗ = A∗PA
for some positive operator P ∈ B(H), called the interrupter. The operator A is
coposinormal if A∗ is posinormal.
First, consider C(1), the Cesa`ro matrix of order 1 (take α = 1), whose entries
mij are given by
mij =
{
1
i+1 for 0 ≤ j ≤ i
0 for j > i.
In [4] it was observed that C(1) ∈ B(ℓ2) satisfies
C(1)C(1)∗ = C(1)∗PC(1)
where
P :≡ diag
{
n+ 1
n+ 2
: n ≥ 0
}
;
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therefore,
< (C(1)∗C(1)− C(1)C(1)∗)f, f >=< (C(1)∗C(1)− C(1)∗PC(1))f, f >
=< (I − P )C(1)f, C(1)f > ≥ 0
for all f ∈ ℓ2, so C(1) is a hyponormal operator on ℓ2. In this manner posinormality
was used to give a proof of hyponormality for C(1) that is different from an earlier
one found in [1].
Next, consider C(2), the Cesa`ro matrix of order 2, whose entries mij given by
mij =
{
2(i+1−j)
(i+1)(i+2) for 0 ≤ j ≤ i
0 for j > i.
It was recently discovered in [6] that C(2) ∈ B(ℓ2) satisfies
C(2)C(2)∗ = C(2)∗PC(2)
where
P :≡ diag
{
(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
(n+ 3)(n+ 4)
: n ≥ 0
}
with
I − P ≥ 0,
so C(2) is also hyponormal on ℓ2. (See also [7].) The computations in [6] centered
on coposinormality, and the diagonal form of P emerged somewhat serendipitously
from those computations.
The aim of this note is to apply a suitably altered version of this approach to the
Cesa`ro matrices of orders 3 and 4. Rather than centering on coposinormality, here
we aim directly for posinormality, armed now with a reasonable diagonal candidate
to function as the interrupter P . Besides posinormality, the proofs in the next two
sections rely primarily on elementary techniques; namely, the use of
• formulas for sums of powers of positive integers and
• telescoping sums to evaluate infinite series.
After these proofs are complete, a conjecture will be propounded regarding posinor-
mality (achieved with a specified diagonal interrupter), hyponormality, and coposi-
normality on ℓ2 for the more general Cesa`ro matrix of positive integer order.
2. The Cesa`ro matrix of order 3
Under consideration in this section will be the Cesa`ro matrix of order 3, M :≡
C(3) ∈ B(ℓ2); the entries mij of M are given by
mij =
{
3(i+1−j)(i+2−j)
(i+1)(i+2)(i+3) for 0 ≤ j ≤ i
0 for j > i.
Before continuing on, we note that the range of M contains all the en’s from the
standard orthonormal basis for ℓ2 since
M
[
(n+ 1)(n+ 2)(n+ 3)
3!
(en − 3en+1 + 3en+2 − en+3)
]
= en.
In view of the considerations mentioned in the introduction, we first take
P :≡ diag
{
(n+ 1)(n+ 2)(n+ 3)
(n+ 4)(n+ 5)(n+ 6)
: n ≥ 0
}
,
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and then compute M∗PM . The ensuing calculations have been assisted by [9]. For
j ≥ i, the (i, j)-entry of M∗PM is
∞∑
k=0
9(j + 1− i+ k)(j + 2− i+ k)(k + 1)(k + 2)
(j + 1 + k)(j + 2 + k)(j + 3 + k)(j + 4 + k)(j + 5 + k)(j + 6 + k)
.
The series is telescoping, as can be seen by rewriting the summand as
s(k)− s(k + 1)
where
s(k) :≡
9(c4k
4 + c3k
3 + c2k
2 + c1k + c0)
(j + 1 + k)(j + 2+ k)(j + 3 + k)(j + 4 + k)(j + 5 + k)
with
c4 = 1, c3 = 8− i+ 3j, c2 =
1
3
· (71− 15i+ i2 + 57j − 5ij + 10j2),
c1 =
1
6
· (180− 48i+ 6i2 + 236j − 36ij + i2j + 90j2 − 5ij2 + 10j3),
and
c0 =
1
30
· (j + 4)(j + 5)(20− 6i+ i2 + 30j − 5ij + 10j2).
Consequently, for j ≥ i, the (i, j)-entry of M∗PM in simplified form is
s(0) =
9c0
(j + 1)(j + 2)(j + 3)(j + 4)(j + 5)
=
3(20− 6i+ i2 + 30j − 5ij + 10j2)
10(j + 1)(j + 2)(j + 3)
.
For j ≥ i, the (i,j)-entry of MM∗ is
i∑
k=0
3(i− k + 1)(i− k + 2)
(i+ 1)(i+ 2)(i+ 3)
·
3(j − k + 1)(j − k + 2)
(j + 1)(j + 2)(j + 3)
= (2.1)
9
(i+ 1)(i+ 2)(i+ 3)(j + 1)(j + 2)(j + 3)
·
i∑
k=0
k4 − d3k
3 + d2k
2 − d1k + d0.
where
d3 = 2(i+ j + 3),
d2 = j
2 + 4ij + 9j + i2 + 9i+ 13,
d1 = 2ij
2 + 3j2 + 2i2j + 12ij + 13j + 3i2 + 13i+ 12,
and
d0 = i
2j2 + 3ij2 + 2j2 + 3i2j + 9ij + 6j + 2i2 + 6i+ 4.
Using the formulas for sums of powers of integers, expanding, and then factoring
the result, one finds that the final summation in (2.1) becomes
1
30
(i+ 1)(i + 2)(i+ 3)(20− 6i+ i2 + 30j − 5ij + 10j2).
Substituting this result for that summation into (2.1) and simplifying, one obtains
3(20− 6i+ i2 + 30j − 5ij + 10j2)
10(j + 1)(j + 2)(j + 3)
.
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Thus it is seen that for j ≥ i, the (i,j)-entry of MM∗ is the same as the (i, j)-
entry of M∗PM ; by symmetry, the computations for i ≥ j are similar to those just
presented, so it follows that MM∗ = M∗PM . Since it is clear that I − P ≥ 0, the
proof of hyponormality for C(3) is complete, and the result is recorded below.
Theorem 2.1. The Cesa`ro matrix of order 3 is a hyponormal operator on ℓ2.
The availability of the diagonal interrupter P from the proof above makes the
following corollary possible.
Corollary 2.2. If M is the Cesa`ro matrix of order 3, then M is coposinormal
(i.e., M∗ is posinormal).
Proof. Apply [5, Theorem 1(d)], using the fact that the interrupter P in the proof
above is invertible. 
Corollary 2.3. If M is the Cesa`ro matrix of order 3, then both M and M∗ are
injective and have dense range with
Ran(M) = Ran(M∗).
Proof. Since M is posinormal, it follows from [4, Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.3]
that
Ran(M) ⊆ Ran(M∗)
and
Ker(M) ⊆ Ker(M∗);
since M∗ is also known to be posinormal (by the corollary above), the reverse
inclusions must also hold; therefore,
Ker(M) = Ker(M∗)
and
Ran(M) = Ran(M∗).
It is easy to see thatKer(M) = {0}. Consequently, bothM andM∗ are one-to-one,
and both have dense range. 
Corollary 2.4. If M is the Cesa`ro matrix of order 3, then Mk is both posinormal
and coposinormal for each positive integer k.
Proof. This follows from [3, Corollary 1(b)]. 
3. The Cesa`ro matrix of order 4
Under consideration here will be the Cesa`ro matrix of order 4, M :≡ C(4) ∈
B(ℓ2); the entries mij of M are given by
mij =
{
4(i+1−j)(i+2−j)(i+3−j)
(i+1)(i+2)(i+3)(i+4) for 0 ≤ j ≤ i
0 for j > i.
Note that the range of M contains all the en’s from the standard orthonormal basis
for ℓ2 since
M
[
(n+ 1)(n+ 2)(n+ 3)(n+ 4)
4!
(en − 4en+1 + 6en+2 − 4en+3 + en+4)
]
= en.
Again, the ensuing calculations have been assisted by [9].
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First take
P :≡ diag
{
(n+ 1)(n+ 2)(n+ 3)(n+ 4)
(n+ 5)(n+ 6)(n+ 7)(n+ 8)
: n ≥ 0
}
,
and then compute M∗PM . For j ≥ i, the (i, j)-entry of M∗PM is
∞∑
k=0
16(j + 1− i+ k)(j + 2− i+ k)(j + 3− i+ k)(k + 1)(k + 2)(k + 3)∏8
t=1(j + t+ k)
.
The series is telescoping, as can be seen by rewriting the summand as
s(k)− s(k + 1)
where
s(k) :≡
16(c6k
6 + c5k
5 + c4k
4 + c3k
3 + c2k
2 + c1k + c0)
(j + 1 + k)(j + 2 + k)(j + 3 + k)(j + 4 + k)(j + 5 + k)(j + 6 + k)(j + 7 + k)
with
c6 = 1, c5 =
1
2
· (33− 3i+ 9j), c4 =
1
2
· (227− 35i+ 2i2 + 130j − 9ij + 17j2),
c3 =
1
4
· (1644− 321i+ 34i2 − i3 + 1495j − 178ij + 7i2j + 414j2 − 21ij2 + 35j3),
c2 =
1
20
· (16250− 3580i+ 520i2− 30i3+ 21080j− 3243ij+ 240i2j − 3i3j + 9325j2
−840ij2 + 21i2j2 + 1680j3 − 63ij3 + 105j4),
c1 =
1
20
· (16290− 3825i+670i2− 55i3+28675j− 5104ij+525i2j− 14i3j+18170j2
−2186ij2 + 108i2j2 − i3j2 + 5250j3 − 364ij3 + 7i2j3 + 700j4 − 21ij4 + 35j5),
and
c0 =
1
140
·(j+5)(j+6)(j+7)(210−51i+10i2−i3+385j−70ij+7i2j+210j2−21ij2+35j3).
Consequently, for j ≥ i, the (i, j)-entry of M∗PM in simplified form is
s(0) =
16c0
(j + 1)(j + 2)(j + 3)(j + 4)(j + 5)(j + 6)(j + 7)
=
4(210− 51i+ 10i2 − i3 + 385j − 70ij + 7i2j + 210j2 − 21ij2 + 35j3)
35(j + 1)(j + 2)(j + 3)(j + 4)
.
For j ≥ i, the (i,j)-entry of MM∗ is
i∑
k=0
4(i− k + 1)(i− k + 2)(i− k + 3)
(i+ 1)(i+ 2)(i+ 3)(i + 4)
·
4(j − k + 1)(j − k + 2)(j − k + 3)
(j + 1)(j + 2)(j + 3)(j + 4)
=
16∏4
t=1(i+ t)(j + t)
·
i∑
k=0
k6 − d5k
5 + d4k
4 − d3k
3 + d2k
2 − d1k + d0. (3.2)
where
d5 = 3(i+ j + 4),
d4 = 3j
2 + 9ij + 30j + 3i2 + 30i+ 58,
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d3 = j
3 + 9ij2 + 24j2 + 9i2j + 72ij + 116j + i3 + 24i2 + 116i+ 144,
d2 = 3ij
3 + 6j3 + 9i2j2 + 54ij2 + 69j2 + 3i3j + 54i2j + 210ij + 216j
+6i3 + 69i2 + 216i+ 193,
d1 = 3i
2j3 + 12ij3 + 11j3 + 3i3j2 + 36i2j2 + 105ij2 + 84j2 + 12i3j + 105i2j
+264ij + 193j + 11i3 + 84i2 + 193i+ 132,
and
d0 = i
3j3 + 6i2j3 + 11ij3 + 6j3 + 6i3j2 + 36i2j2 + 66ij2 + 36j2 + 11i3j + 66i2j
+121ij + 66j + 6i3 + 36i2 + 66i+ 36.
Using the formulas for sums of powers of integers, expanding, and then factoring
the result, one finds that the final summation in (3.2) becomes∏4
t=1(i+ t)
140
· (210− 51i+ 10i2 − i3 + 385j − 70ij + 7i2j + 210j2 − 21ij2 + 35j3).
Substituting this result for that summation into (3.2) and simplifying, one obtains
4(210− 51i+ 10i2 − i3 + 385j − 70ij + 7i2j + 210j2 − 21ij2 + 35j3)
35(j + 1)(j + 2)(j + 3)(j + 4)
.
Thus it is seen that for j ≥ i, the (i,j)-entry of MM∗ is the same as the (i, j)-
entry of M∗PM ; by symmetry, the computations for i ≥ j are similar to those just
presented, so it follows that MM∗ = M∗PM . Since it is clear that I − P ≥ 0, the
proof of hyponormality for C(4) is complete. The result is recorded below.
Theorem 3.1. The Cesa`ro matrix of order 4 is a hyponormal operator on ℓ2.
Obvious analogues of Corollaries 2.2—2.4 hold for the Cesa`ro matrix of order 4.
4. Conjecture for the Cesa`ro matrix of positive integer order
In conclusion, a conjecture is offered for the general case. Note that C(N) and
P have already been shown to satisfy the conclusion below when N = 1, 2, 3, and
4.
Conjecture 4.1. If N > 4 is a positive integer and C(N) is the Cesa`ro matrix of
order N , with entries mij given by
mij =
{
N
∏
N−1
t=1
(i+t−j)
∏
N
t=1
(i+t)
for 0 ≤ j ≤ i
0 for j > i,
then C(N) is a bounded, posinormal operator on ℓ2 with interrupter
P = P (N) :≡ diag
{ ∏N
t=1(n+ t)∏2N
t=N+1(n+ t)
: n ≥ 0
}
,
and, consequently, C(N) is also hyponormal and coposinormal.
There are obvious corollaries to this conjecture, similar to Corollaries 2.3 and
2.4.
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5. Update
The following information has been provided by Billy E. Rhoades.
Sharma proved that every Hausdorff operator which is a bounded linear operator on
ℓ2 is subnormal [10, Theorem 2]. Since every subnormal operator is hyponormal,
and every hyponormal operator is posinormal, the Cesa`ro matrix of order α is
known to be posinormal and hyponormal on ℓ2 for all α ≥ 1.
Author’s addendum:
The work with the diagonal interrupter presented here can still be used to justify
coposinormality (and corollaries), and that does not follow from [10].
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